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Our Cancer Year [Harvey Pekar, Joyce Brabner, Frank Stack] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. It was
they year of Desert Storm that Harvey Pekar and his wife, Joyce Brabner, discovered Harvey had cancer.
Our Cancer Year is a nonfiction graphic novel written by Harvey Pekar and Joyce Brabner and illustrated by
Frank Stack. Published in 1994 by Four Walls Eight Windows , Our Cancer Year (an offshoot of the cult
favorite comic book series American Splendor ) relates the story of Pekar's harrowing yet successful treatment
struggle to overcome lymphoma , as well as serving as a social commentary on events of that year.
Our Cancer Year is written by the American everyman comic artist, Harvey Pekar, and Joyce Brabner, his wife.
He’s the author of American Splendor, an ascerbic, tell-it-like-it-is series of comics that chronicle the life of the
lower middle class.
Our Cancer Year by Harvey Pekar, Frank Stack, Joyce Brabner. It was they year of Desert Storm that Harvey
Pekar and his wife, Joyce Brabner, discovered Harvey had cancer. Pekar, a man who has made a profession of
chronicling the Kafkaesque absurdities of an ordinary life (if any life is ordinary) suddenly found himself
incapacitated.
Our Cancer Year portrays the diagnosis and treatment of Harvey Pekar’s lymphoma against a backdrop of
domestic upheaval and the momentous political and social events of the first gulf war. Frank Stack’s scratchy
monochrome brush and pen work lend the panels an air of anxiety and disorder.
Our Cancer Year Harvey Pekar, Author, Frank Stack, Illustrator, Joyce Brabner, With Running Press Book
Publishers $19.95 (252p) ISBN 978-1-56858-011-1 More By and About This Author
The year is 1990; a lump in the groin which Harvey had ignored has enlarged and his wife convinces him to
have it checked out. It turns out to be a lymphoma and thus begins the yearlong chronicle. Intertwined with the
couple's struggle with diagnosis and treatment is their decision to buy a home, and Joyce's work with an
international group of teenagers who have survived war.
Our cancer year. [Joyce Brabner; Harvey Pekar; Frank Stack] -- "It was the year of Desert Storm that Harvey
Pekar and his wife, Joyce Brabner, discovered Harvey had cancer. Pekar, a man who has made a profession out
of chronicling the Kafkaesque absurdities of ...
Harvey Pekar Has Died: "Our Cancer Year" Comes to an End. Pekar's graphic novels were a radical departure
from the over-the-top super heroes that ruled the format at the time he started writing in the 1970s and
eventually attained a loyal following. Famed illustrator R. Crumb did the art for many of his books,...
Find great deals on eBay for our cancer year. Shop with confidence.
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